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Red Giant’s Shooter Suite is comprised of: PluralEyes, Offload, Frames, and Instant 4K. The Shooter Suite is designed to provide filmmakers the 
tools needed to easily take their footage from the shooting location to editing. 

PluralEyes
PuralEyes quickly automates audio and video synchronization giving filmmakers a faster setup with less gear. 
Professional filmmakers spend days on end manually syncing the audio to the video so the sound effects and lip movements sync with the video. 

It is a tedious job, but must be done so the video doesn't seem “off” when viewed. But now, the lip-syncing process can be reduced from days to 
minutes by using Red Giant’s PluralEyes.

Typical lip-syncing scenario
It is very rare that professional filmmakers would use only one camera for their shoot. Usually multiple cameras are used so that what is being 

filmed can be shot from various angles to make the viewing of the film more interesting: an over-all shot, a closeup shot of the persons speaking, 
another of whatever they are doing with their 
hands, etc. On top of this, there is usually a 
secondary audio feed for a higher quality audio 
capture than can be recorded by each movie 
camera.

When the scene has been filmed and it is 
brought back to the studio, video technicians 
must sync up all of these video and audio clips 
so that the audio and video match perfectly. 
Imagine how time-consuming this would be, 
especially if the director has more than a few 
cameras and audio feeds recording at the same 
time or if it is a long movie with hours of 
audio and video to sync.

The Red Giant Web site gives an example 
of a music video that had 91 clips covering 
over 2.5 hours of material. They said to sync 
this by hand would take around two days, 
whereas it would take less than nine minutes 
using PluralEyes. For a professional shoot, as 
the saying goes, “Time is money”. So using 
PluralEyes to do your syncing would save a lot 
of money in postproduction.

The Interface
The PluralEyes main window is 

uncluttered. Three buttons line the top of the 
window: “Add more Media”, Synchronize”, 
and Export Timeline”. Below that are the 
Timeline Tracks. Below the Timeline tracks (if 
you turn it on) is the Player and the 
Waveform panes. 

Timeline: All of the imported clips will 
appear in the Timeline and be arranged into 
rows called “Tracks”. 

PluralEyes couldn’t be easier to use. I dragged an audio clip plus three video clips (that were 
taken at the same time but with three different cameras) into the PluralEyes window (top 

image). Then I tapped the “Synchronize” button. Seconds later all clips were perfectly 
synchronized (bottom image). There was no echoing when I played them all at the same time.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tz-Qe_RLlyI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tz-Qe_RLlyI


The audio (from all the tracks) can be played all at once or your can selectively 
turn off the audio for each track. Leaving them on (after syncing) is a good way 
to see if it is truly synced. If you hear only one audio feed (rather than hearing 
echoes) you know it is synced.

Player: When you click on a clip, the video will appear in the “Player”. You 
can use the Player to confirm that you imported only the desired clips. Or use it 
to visually confirm the lips sync to the audio.

Waveform: The waveform for the selected clip is displayed off to the right of 
the Player. There are slider-bars let you increase the size of the waveform for 
easier viewing.

Occasionally a camera or audio recorder used in a shoot records audio that is 
much louder than the other devices e.g. if it the camera or audio recorder is 
closer to the source of the sound. PluralEyes lets you compensate for this. It has a 
slider-bar that lets you adjust the audio volume for one or more tracks. This is 
only a temporary change, it doesn't modify the actual track’s volume when 
exported. 

Importing
Drag-and-drop: It is very simple to import video 

and audio clips into PluralEyes. All you have to do is 
drag your raw, un-edited footage onto the 
PluralEyes window.

Projects: An alternate way to import your media 
is by importing “Projects” created in video editors 
such as Final Cut X and Sony Vegas Pro. Once the 
clips have been brought into PluralEyes and synced, 
you can export the synced timeline and re-import it 
into your video editor. 

Syncing
When you have all of your clips imported, it is 

time to sync. This is accomplished by clicking the 
“Synchronize” button at the top of the PluralEyes 
window. Instantly you will see the audio tracks slide 
back and forth aligning themselves with each other.

Occasionally your audio and video won’t align up 
perfectly. This could be due to your audio recorder’s 
speed fluctuating. All is not lost, PluralEyes has an 
“Audio Drift Corrections” option that will detect 
these minute shifts and automatically fix them. 

When the syncing is complete, you will be given a visual clue as to whether your tracks are synced, e.g. the synced tracks will change to blue. The 
un-synced tracks will change to red. FYI: An un-synced clip is a clip for which a matching clip wasn’t found.

Exporting
When all of your video and audio is synced, you can export it in a format that is compatible with many video editing programs 

such as: Premiere Pro CS6*, CC 2014, CC 2015, Final Cut Pro X 10.2.3 and higher, Sony Vegas Pro 11, 12, 13. 
The amount of time it would take to export varies from a couple of seconds to several hours, depending on the size of your project and the output 

format that you choose. On the plus side, PluralEyes works in the background so you can either work on another PluralEyes project on use a 
different application while it is processing.

Supported media
• Video: MOV, MP4, MPEG, MPG, M2T, M2TS, MTS, MXF*, AVI* R3D*.
• Video Codecs: H.264, ProRes, DV, HDV, AVCHD*, DVCPRO HD**, Motion JPEG, (MJPEG)*, AIC*

This example shows only a portion of this project’s 75 synced (audio and video) clips. It 
also shows the video “Player” and a wave form at the bottom of the window. This 

window gives  you a way to visually see that everything has been synced.

One way to get your files into PluralEyes is to drag-and-drop 
them on the PluralEyes opening window. The other way is to 

import “Projects” (containing your video and audio clips) 
directly from your video editor.
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• Audio: AIFF, MP3, WAV, M4A.
*PluralEyes will sync but video preview is not available.
When would you need PluralEyes?
• For an event, such as a wedding, conference, or news story, when you shoot the event from multiple angles.
• A scripted movie in which you shoot scenes from multiple angles.
• A production in which you require higher-quality audio than your camera(s) can capture. For example, if you are using a DSLR camera, but it’s 

audio recording capabilities inadequate, you can use a portable audio recorder to simultaneously record sound. (This is known as double-system 
recording or dual-system audio.)

• An event in which you find it more convenient to set up a portable audio recorder than to use a long cable between a microphone and a camera.
• A stage performance or music video shoot in which pre-recorded music is played. You can use PluralEyes to synchronize the camera and audio 

footage from the performance with the pre-recorded music files.”
If you would like more information about PluralEyes, please go to Red Giant’s web site and watch their PluralEyes tutorials.

OffLoad
Offload is a program that will quickly and safely copy video and stills from media cards and portable hard drives. 

User Interface
There’s not much to the Offload interface. The opening window is divided into 4 sections:

1. Source: When you insert a media card into a card reader, Offload automatically recognizes it and displays the card’s name in the Source section. 
Or you can use the Source’s drop-down-menu to select media found on a hard drive that is attached to your computer.

2. Copy: Simply click the orange “Choose” button to pick a location 
for you copy.

3. Backup: If you are the cautious type, you can pick another location 
for a second copy of your media. You are also given the option of 
creating and naming subfolders.

4. Media Preview: Large thumbnails of each media file are displayed 
across the bottom of the Offload window. A new Media Preview 
Panel tab is crated when a new Offload session is started. Each tab 
shows the date and time of the offload. 

Once you start the copying process a yellow progress bar appears to the 
left of the “Copy” section and a percentage completed appears at its 
center. At the same time a yellow progress bar slowly surrounds the 
thumbnail of the clip that is currently being copied. Once the first clip is 
completed, the yellow will change to turquoise and then the yellow 
progress bar starts surrounding the next clip, and so on. Once all of the 
clips have been copied, Offload will start copying the second backup (if 
you chose that option).

Before the copying process is complete, Offload performs a checksum 
on the copy to be sure that no errors have been introduced during the 
copying process.

BTW: Offload’s copying progress and thumbnails are specifically designed to be easily seen from a distance which is helpful if you are making a 
copy when you are out on a location shoot. 

If you would like more information about Offload, please go to Red Giant’s web site and watch their Offload tutorial.

Instant 4K
Instant 4K is a plug-in for After Effects and Premier Pro. It upgrades (scales) your lower-resolution video into a variety of HD and 4K video formats. 
It has algorithms that generate new pixels to match the dimensions of the new resolution, plus sharpening and anti-aliasing to preserve the image 
details.

Instant 4K comes with five basic controls: Output Size, Filter Type, Sharpness, Quality settings, and Antialiasing.
Output size: Instant 4K comes with a variety of size presets that you can choose from. The menu has also been broken into different 

sections to make it easier to choose the right output resolution. All other details, including the source size, format, and aspect 
ratio, are automatically set for you so they require no input from the user.

The Offload user interface is uncluttered and easy to understand - 
without needing to read the manual.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Double-system_recording
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Double-system_recording
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Double-system_recording
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Double-system_recording
http://www.redgiant.com/tutorial/getting-started-with-pluraleyes-4-0/
http://www.redgiant.com/tutorial/getting-started-with-pluraleyes-4-0/
http://www.redgiant.com/tutorial/getting-started-with-offload/
http://www.redgiant.com/tutorial/getting-started-with-offload/
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Custom Size: If one of the pre-defined size settings doesn't suit your needs, you can opt to create your own output size. There is 

a “Constrain Proportions” check box which will change the width and height proportionally. This way you won’t get a distorted 
picture/video.

Filter Type: There are four different scaling modes:
• Draft: this is a low-quality scale and is useful for previewing the size of the output.
• Quick mode: This is closer to the final result but still renders fairly quickly.
• Better: This mode is adequate for most videos since it provides improved edge and image contrast.
• Best: This mode provides the finest results. But according to the manual, the Better mode may be more compatible with your 

processor type.
Sharpness: The Sharpness controls let you sharpen the output of the video scaling process.
Quality: This lets you adjust the sampling that is used in the Filter Type so you can get a good balance

 between edge smoothness and detail sharpness. 
Antialiasing: This control lets you add smoothing to the edges of images.

Frames
Frames is a fast-rendering plug-in that works 

inside Adobe After Effects and Premiere Pro.
Frames has smoothing controls which help 

reduce field flicker or removes any combing artifacts 
(the alternating horizontal lines that shows 
field-base motion).

Additional options:
• Deartifactor: This is a stand alone plug-in that 

offers chroma smoothing options.
• Opticals: This allows you to generate film-like 

fades to black, burns to white, and 
cross-dissolves.

• Letterboxer: This lets you to quickly crop your output to standard film and television aspect ratios 
regardless of the pixel and aspect ration of your composition.

• Broadcast Spec: This is for projects that must meet NTSC broadcast specifications. It has settings for 
DV output as well as uncompressed standard-definition output devices such as Aja Kona, or 
Black Magic Decklink add-in cards. Since many HD projects will be broadcast over 
Standard Definition airwaves, Frames users can also make good use of Broadcast Spec.

                                             The Skinny
Evaluation:  As an owner of the previous Shooter Suite 12 version, I have mixed feelings. I was a little 
disappointed that Denoiser and LUT buddy are now missing from the Shooter Suite 13 package and that Final Cut Pro and Motion can no longer 
be used as a Host for the Frames plugin. But on the other hand I am very impressed with all of the different parts of this suite. I really like how they 
have made the new version of PluralEyes a lot easier to use. Simply drag-and-drop the clips onto the PluralEyes window and press synchronize. 
Done! It takes all of the guess work out of synchronizing your clips. So I think that both novice and pro filmmakers would find this a helpful set of 
tools to have at their disposal.

Requires: The System and host applications that these programs and filters are compatible with are similar, but not exactly the same. So rather listing 
each set of program or plug-in requirements, please go to the Red Giant web site to see the individual requirements.

Company: Red Giant LLC

Shooter Suite Price: $399 -- If you bought each part of this suite individually, it would cost: $197 more, so buying the suite is more cost effective.

Available Trial copy

The image on the left is from the original unprocessed footage. The Image on the right has had 
Frames’ Motion processing added. Notice how smooth it appears compared to the original.

Examples: Original DV footage (left), 
Deinterlaced (center), Deinterlaced 

and Deartifacted (right)

https://www.redgiant.com/products/shooter-suite/compatibility/
https://www.redgiant.com/products/shooter-suite/compatibility/
http://www.redgiant.com
http://www.redgiant.com
http://www.redgiant.com/products/shooter-suite/
http://www.redgiant.com/products/shooter-suite/

